
1.2 Dialects

The Yidiji4i tribe - speaking the Yidiji language - lived in the rain

forest just south of Cairns, occupying a fair area of coastal flats (but

with access to the sea only at Cairns inlet, and near the mouth of the

Mulgrave River), the foothills of the range, and a tapering finger of

tableland extending as far inland as Kairi (see map i). There were five

or six 'local groups', named after the tjrpe of territory with which they

were associated (in terms of conception sites, and so on) and which they

occupied most of the year:

gulgibara {gulgi * sand * ; -bora is a productive affix * person belonging

to-* - see 3.3.6) *sand people' -the local group associated with

the (sandy) seashore, and the lower reaches of the Mulgrave

River and its tributaries, where it flows through sand.

maUmbara {malan 'large flat rock') 'flat rock people' -the local

group associated with the upper reaches of the Mulgrave River

(and the Little Mulgrave) where the river predominantly flows

through rocks.

tvalttbara {walu 'side of hill*) 'hillside people' - living close to the

malanbara group, in the foothills of the range, but off the main

rivers.

gambi.jbara or bundabara {ganM.j 'tablelands', tonJa 'mountain')

'tablelands people' - inhabiting the thick 'scrub' which charac-

terises mountains on top of the tableland.

wargtnbara (wargin 'forest') 'forest people' - associated with the

slighly less dense ' forest * between mountain peaks inthe tableland.

boifabara {ba^a 'grassy plain') 'grasslands people' - inhabiting the

high grassy plains on the tableland (where kangaroos are most

plentiful). There was a substantial area of grasslands between

Yungaburra and Atherton, and Yidiji4i territory extended a

short way into it.

Each local group had its own dialect. There are nowadays too few

speakers remaining to attempt a detailed assessment of dialectal dif-

ferences, but it does appear that the gulgibara (or 'coastal') speech was
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the most divergent, andwas opposed to tnalanbara^ walubara^gambi.jbaraf

warginbara and ba4abara^ which formed a second (* tablelands') dialect

group. Basic lexical items were almost all identical for the coastal and

tablelands varieties, but there were some minor variations of form and

meaning and a few quite small grammatical divergences; these are fully

documented at the appropriate place below.

The Gurjgaji4i tribe - speaking Guggay - lived on the Cape Grafton

Peninsula, to the east of the Yidijicii over the Murray Prior Range, and

visited Green Island. There is now no one living who can speak Gurjgay,

but present members of the Yidijicii and Guqgaji4i tribes say that it was

mutually intelligible with Yidiji-this is confirmed by the lexical

evidence available in old vocabularies (see Appendix). To the south of

Yidiji4i in the coastal region were the Ma4aji4i people, speaking

Ma4ay (reputedly so-called because they used the iorm ma4ay for

* spear*); this tribe lived around Babinda and the mouth pf the Mulgrave

River. There are no speakers remaining for this tongue, and no vocabu-

laries attributed to Macjay (although the name is mentioned in Gribble

1933: 4, 143, but with a different location: 'mouth of the Barron River*

instead of * mouth of the Mulgrave River'). A further 'language' Wajiur

or Wajiuru is known from vocabularies by Tindale and by Nekes and

Wurms (see Appendix) -it was reportedly spoken to the south of

Babinda and aroimd the Russell River. A speaker of Mamu (from the

south) told the writer that there were two distinct tribes, Wajiur(u)

and Ma4aji4i, but speakers of Yidiji scarcely recognised the name

Wajiur(u). It is perhaps possible that Wajiur(u) and Ma4aji4i were

alternative names for a single tribe (as N. B. Tindale has suggested*

private commimication).

There are only lexical data available for Guggay (around 200 words)

and Wajiur (less than 100 words). The percentages of lexical items

identical or almost identical between the dialects are:

Yidiji

80% Guggay

78% 69% Wajiur

These, together with the reports of present-day members of the Yidiji4i

and Gur)gaji4i tribes, suggest that Yidiji, Guqgay and Wajiur could

have been regarded - for linguistic purposes - as mutually intelligible

dialects of a single language. (If Ma4ay was not an alternative name for

Wajiur, it is likely that it would have been linguistically - as it is geo-
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Mae I. Yidiji and surrounding dialects. (Based on Roth 1910b; McConnel

1939-40; Tindale 1940; and the writer's field work. The broken line indicates

approximate tribal boundaries for the peoples speaking dialects of Yidiji; it is

not known whether Ma4ay(ji4i) and Wajiur(u) were distinct tribes, or two

names for the same group. The locations for the groups speaking the Dya ibugay

language: Dya:bugay, Guluy, Yirgay, Bulway and Nyagali-are each based

on a single source and have not been checked; it is possible that some of these

terms may be alternate names for a single dialect/local group/tribe.)
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graphically - intermediate between Yidiji and Wajiur, and closely

similar to both of them.)

It is likely that what we can call *the Yidiji language' had (at least)

four main dialects; these can be schematised in approximate relative

geographical positions:

tablelands coastal N
Yidiji Yidiji Guqgay t

Wajiur

It does seem that connections between the dialects followed the lines in

the diagram. For instance, there appears to have been little common to

Guggay and Wajiur that was not also shared by coastal Yidiji (in fact,

the limited sources reveal just one word, </iW *hair', occurring in Guqgay

and Wajiur - and ako in Dya:bugay ~ but not in Yidiji). Thus coastal

Yidiji would have been the central dialect, maintaining communication

with Gurjgay (on the promontory to the east), Wajiur (along the coast

to the south) and tablelands Yidiji (in the mountains to the west).

It is likely that the grammar which follows would, in broad details,

be applicable to the four-dialect language. But textual, grammatical and

extensive lexical data have been obtainable only for coastal Yidiji and

tablelands Yidiji. There is some phonotactic information on Guggay,

but nothing is known of the eccentricities of grammatical detail which

must surely have characterised the Guggay and Wajiur dialects.
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